We investigate the electronic properties of the (110) cross-sectional surface of Si-doped GaAs using first-principles techniques. We focus on doping configurations with an equal concentration of Si impurities in cationic and anionic sites, such as occurring in a self-compensating doping regime.
Si doped GaAs has an outstanding importance in the technology of electronic devices.
Remarkably, Si in GaAs has an amphoteric behavior-being able to substitute both arsenic and gallium atoms as an acceptor or a donor respectively-resulting in a compensation mechanism which depends on the growth conditions and has been long debated.
1,2 Recently, GaAs samples with Si δ-doped layers embedded in the (001) direction have started to be investigated by cross-sectional scanning-tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy (XSTMS) on the (110) easy-cleavage surface. 1, 3 It was found that in samples grown at 600
• C Si selfcompensation occurs above a surface Si concentration of about 0.06 monolayer (ML) and involves nucleation and growth of electrically neutral Si precipitates at the expense of the conventional donor Si phase. 1 In the XSTM images of such samples, beside the common and well identified defects such as silicon donors (Si Ga ) and gallium vacancies (V Ga ), new features appear, bright at negative bias and strongly attenuated when the bias is reversed.
The microscopic picture of these features is still unidentified, although it is clear that they cannot be attributed to Si Ga donors only-whose STM images are well characterized and remarkably different-nor to substitutional-vacancy complexes such as Si Ga -V Ga or Si Ga -V As , as previously proposed. 2 This kind of contrast is also peculiar of the XSTM image of a bilayer of Si in GaAs, as shown in Fig. 1 .
A few theoretical studies of Si-doped or otherwise defected GaAs (110) surfaces exist, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 but to the best of our knowledge no attempts have been done so far to model extended self-compensating donor-acceptor configurations. The purpose of the present paper is to start filling this gap by providing the first theoretical study of XSTM images resulting from the cleavage of (001) Si interlayers embedded in GaAs. When Si substitutes both Ga and As atoms in consecutive GaAs (001) atomic layers, the resulting configuration is self-compensating and corresponds to a microscopic capacitor with unique electronic properties. 4,5 A self-compensating layer configuration is required by electrostatic stability, whereas its confinement and the value of the resulting dipole are limited by atomic interdiffusion. We study the simplest possible configurations, i.e. an entire Si (001) bilayer confined onto two adjacent atomic planes and the case of one monolayer uniformly distributed over two such planes. We also study isolated surface donor-acceptor pairs which can be considered the building blocks of extended self-compensating donor-acceptor configurations. In all the cases XSTM images have been simulated using the electronic-structure data resulting from our calculations.
2
The study of cross-sectional surfaces is conceptually similar to that of natural surfaces and can be afforded using supercells with slab geometries. 12 Our numerical approach is based on the plane-wave pseudopotential method in the framework of density functional theory (DFT) within the local-density approximation (LDA), using the ESPRESSO/PWscf code.
13
The calculated structural properties of GaAs, bulk and along (110) We mainly study neutral configurations. However, in the Si-doped samples that we consider, diffused as well as localized doping together with the presence of the surface may induce some charge accumulation. This may affect band structure and DOS not only by rigidly shifting them with respect to the Fermi energy but also by modifying their shape.
For these reasons we also examine some charged states of the samples and we investigate their effects on the structural and electronic properties in a selfconsistent way.
Our tests on the clean (110) surface and with the isolated Si Ga surface substitutional impurity confirm the findings of previous experimental and theoretical investigations, 2,6 thus validating our approach. We have therefore considered the possible scenarios arising from a progressively higher Si doping of GaAs in the hypotesis of donor configurations (Si Ga ) only:
two surface Si Ga impurities with different relative positions (on-surface or sub-surface) up to an entire row (again on-surface or sub-surface) or even an entire ML, abrupt or spread over two adjacent cationic planes. The simulated XSTM images for all these c onfigurationsnot shown here-do not correspond to the bright features at negative bias and attenuated contrast at positive bias observed in the recent experiments: they would rather look the opposite.
We then consider a uniform distribution of substitutional Si Ga and Si As atoms over two Coming to a Si single monolayer uniformly distributed over two adjacent (001) atomic layers-i.e. with one substitutional impurity every two atoms-the overall features found for the full bilayer also show in this case. In particular, the bright/attenuated contrast at negative/positive bias remains a characteristic feature also in configurations with a reduced local concentration of Si dopants, which are more likely to occur in real samples.
In order to better characterize the microscopic origin of this feature, we have simulated the XSTM images of the point dipoles that would result from isolated Si Ga -Si As pairs on the exposed surface. In Fig. 3 we show the case where the donor and the acceptor lie in different on-surface and sub-surface atomic layers. Note that the bright spots of ≈0.3 nm wide at negative bias visible in this figure correspond to an individual impurity confined to the exposed surface, whereas in the previous cases (A-D) they were representative of an entire doping layer shadowed by the surface spot. The resulting image is much less contrasted than that corresponding to the full bilayer, but the overall appearance is similar.
The different contrast between the images of the full bilayer and those of the isolated dipole indicate therefore that also the Si atoms in the inner layers contribute to the modification of the local density of states and of the XSTM image. See Fig. 2 for caption.
